Application Developer /
Requirements Engineer (m / f) -

Germany / Greater Mannheim or Mainz / Wiesbaden

our Client has been the specialist for complex IT tasks in southwestern Germany for more than 30
years. What distinguishes him is the flexibility of a mediumsized company combined with the
expertise of a large company. With currently three locations and headquarters in the RhineNeckar
metropolitan region, he is a framework contractor for numerous key global customers.
To strengthen the team at the headquarters in the Rhine Neckar region, we are looking for a
dedicated on behalf of the earliest possible date

Application Developer / Requirements Engineer (m / f)  Greater Mannheim or
Mainz / Wiesbaden

Www.brainsconsulting.ro

tasks
They collect and document the process requirements of our customers and then create a
specification sheet with the requirement descriptions. These are used to customize and create new
macros and addins for MS Office programs that will direct you to a technical team. You will find
individual solutions for the wishes of our customers. Working in a team is just as much part of your
job as the implementation of smaller software projects.
conditions
 You have successfully completed an apprenticeship as an IT specialist for application development
or a comparable degree
 You have experience and very good knowledge of Office programming (Office 2016/365: Macros
and addins) and Visual Studio, C # .NET, VB .NET, ASP.NET, ASP Classic, VSTO
 You also have knowledge of MS SQL and Oracle DB Connection
You are wellversed in the preparation of specifications and specifications
 Ideally you can have experience in Industrial Mobile (Compact Framework 3.5), Xamarin and
Java and HTML5
 You have gained experience in the IT service business and are familiar with SLAs and ITIL
compliant procedures
 You have fluent German and English in spoken and written
 You are responsible and show conception and analytical skills
 Above average dedication, team spirit and commitment are a matter of course for you
 A convincing ability to communicate and a customeroriented appearance complete your profile
offer
 Interesting projects and exciting tasks in wellknown corporations and in the dynamic middle
class
 A selfdependent area of responsibility and freedom of design
 A company with open communication and an uncomplicated corporate culture
 Above average social benefits, such as company pension, company car, food supplement, etc.
 Modern technologies and development methods, as well as continuous education
 An attractive, performancebased salary and bonus model
 An excellent worklife balance and a motivated team
 The security of an established and successful company
 Very good development opportunities and career planning
 Support through teamoriented work
 Proportional home office is possible
You can see all our job oiffers on Facebook at Brains Consulting
If you are interested in applying for this position, please send your CV- in English- at
office@brainsconsulting.ro
For further information, feel free to contact Adelina Tirziu – Senior Recruiter 0040 733733411

www.brainsconsulting.ro
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